MORPHOCLOUD
THE MULTI-BIOMETRIC PLATFORM FOR ALL BIOMETRICS

SECURE • FUTURE-PROOF
COST-EFFECTIVE • VERSATILE
MorphoCloud is a secure and flexible cloud platform that supports Morpho products and
solutions, starting with MorphoBIS, our flagship biometric solution for criminal justice and
public security. The cloud platform provides mission critical multi-biometric identification
services scaled to address the operational needs of law enforcement agencies.

MORPHOCLOUD
THE MULTI-BIOMETRIC PLATFORM FOR ALL BIOMETRICS
A SECURE INFRASTRUCTURE
MorphoCloud is hosted on the Microsoft® Azure Government
platform, and complies with the most stringent security
standards, including the ones issued by the FBI Criminal Justice
Information Services (CJIS).
All data is encrypted in motion and at rest, hosted in the U.S.
and operated by professionals with the appropriate level of
clearance.
Redundant storage in data centers at least 800 miles apart
ensures disaster-proof services delivered continuously.

A VERSATILE MULTI-BIOMETRIC PLATFORM

Morpho brings multi-biometric identification
services for friction ridge, face, and iris
recognition to the cloud. In addition, our
multi-biometric solution offers tattoo
recognition, and voice recognition, as well
as MorphoCloud-supported services, such as
video analytics as-a-service, disaster recovery
as-a-service, and, when approved by the
appropriate authorities, Rap Back as-a-service.

EVERGREEN & FUTURE-PROOF OFFER
MorphoCloud is an evergreen platform. MorphoCloud
software is refreshed regularly, providing customers the
latest technology and greatest advancements as soon as they
are released to the market. No need to budget for a major
software update every 5 to 10 years, they will come to you as
soon as they are available as part of your contract!

FLEXIBLE TO ADAPT TO NEEDS YOU DON’T EVEN KNOW ABOUT YET
MorphoCloud offers
several configuration
options to address
different needs. Choose
a full cloud solution,
a disaster recovery
system in the cloud, or a
tailored solution to keep
your data intact, safe,
and accessible only to
authorized users.

MorphoCloud scales up
operations almost instantly,
when an unforeseen event
requires an increase in the
number of users, throughput,
or capacity. Flexible
capacity is yours on
demand, without having
to plan for hardware
acquisition or licensing.

COST-EFFECTIVE
MorphoCloud is the most effective way to manage your agency’s
biometric identification solution. With vendor-owned and
managed servers, your staff will be free to focus on mission-critical
responsibilities.
Leveraging the cloud’s vast scale, you have access to virtually
unlimited memory and CPU resources without the extra cost. You can
expand your system as your data and throughput expand, without the
burden or expense of provisioning for and replacing hardware.

Law enforcement agencies have limited time
and resources. MorphoCloud makes biometric
processing fast and efficient.
MorphoCloud provides dramatic efficiency and
cost improvements to law enforcement agencies.
It can easily grow to meet customer demands, help
police agencies solve more crimes, and provide
cost-effective disaster recovery capabilities.
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